Inhibition of fatty acid metabolism by etomoxir or TOFA suppresses murine dendritic cell activation without affecting viability.
Objective: Dendritic cells (DCs) are important players in immunity against pathogens, but overactive DCs have been implicated in autoimmune diseases, like lupus, in which a paucity of targeted therapies remains. Recent research shows that DCs upregulate their immunometabolism when activating. We explored whether modulating fatty acid (FA) metabolism needed for oxidative phosphorylation can affect the activation of two main DC subsets. Material and methods: Sorted murine plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) and conventional DCs (cDCs), generated in FLT3-L medium, were treated with etomoxir, an inhibitor of FA oxidation, or TOFA, an inhibitor of FA synthesis, then stimulated with TLR9 agonist CpGA. Surface activation markers and viability were analyzed by flow cytometry, cytokine, and chemokine production and were measured by ELISA. Results: Modulation of FA metabolism suppressed the upregulation of costimulatory molecules and the production of proinflammatory cytokine IL-6 and type I Interferon-dependent chemokine CXCL10 by both subsets of DCs, without affecting DC viability, neither of resting DCs or upon activation. Etomoxir inhibited pDCs at lower doses than cDCs, suggesting that pDCs may be more susceptible to FA metabolic modulation. Conclusions: Both cDCs, the primary antigen presenting cell, and pDCs, the primary type I IFN producer, exhibit a suppressed ability to activate but normal viability when their FA metabolism is inhibited by etomoxir or TOFA. Our findings indicate that FA metabolism plays an important role in the activation of both pDCs and cDCs and suggest that its modulation is an exploitable therapeutic target to suppress DC activation in inflammation or autoimmunity.